















Communication and Language
Learn new vocabulary featured in traditional
tales
Name the characters in stories
Re-tell and re-enact the different stories
using story language
Invent role play and imaginative scenarios
Talk about similarities and differences in
the stories, for example the wolf in The
Three Little Pigs and Little Red Riding Hood

Literacy
Talk about pictures in stories
Develop knowledge of how stories are structured
Develop letter sound/grapheme correspondence
Practise oral segmenting and blending of words
Segment and blend to read simple words
Practise letter formation
Write for purposes such as shopping lists for the
three little pigs and food to help grandma get
better in Little Red Riding Hood
Role play writing



Physical Development
Personal, Social and Emotional Development



Build friendships by sharing books together
Talk about how the characters behave



Talk about how the characters feel



Share their own ideas with confidence



Take turns whilst sharing books and story

Negotiate space when re-enacting stories



Build with a range of equipment to create
story scenes and



Begin to develop fine motor skills when
mark making/writing about the stories




Let’s share a story

they have at home
Talk about photographs of their own
homes and compare with others



Talk about why their grandmas/Nanas
are special to them





Maths

The World
Talk about their favourite teddy bear

Explore the outside area including the
forest area

Move freely when playing imaginatively

puppets and resources













Count in sequence
Count with correct one-o-one correspondence,
counting the three bears, three little pigs,
counting leaves on a beanstalk
Name and describe shapes, shapes on the
cottage, shapes in the giant’s castle, shapes
Use the correct language of size to describe the
three billy goats gruff
Sort objects into two distinctive groups, sorting
cows and pigs, shapes by colour and shape

Expressive Arts and Design
Experiment with mixing colours to
create pictures form the stories



Explore a range of media to make pig,
wolf and troll faces



Use creative and imaginative ideas
through role play, stories and Small
World play

